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ABSTRACT
Introduction Hangeshashinto has been employed for oral mucositis prevention in patients receiving cancer treatment, but the evidence has not been sufficiently robust to guide clinical decision-making. This study will therefore be undertaken to assess the effectiveness of Hangeshashinto for preventing oral mucositis in patients with cancer who are receiving treatment.

Methods and analysis The databases will include PubMed, Embase, the Cochrane Library, Chinese databases and Japanese databases. The literature will be searched from the databases’ inception until May 2021. Other sources, such as potential grey literature, reference lists from included studies and relevant systematic reviews and conference papers, will also be searched. The primary outcome is the incidence of mucositis of any severity, and the secondary outcomes are interruptions to cancer treatment, oral pain and nutritional status. The risk of bias of eligible studies will be assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration’s ‘risk of bias’ tool. Both the Q test and I² statistic will be performed to assess statistical heterogeneity. If I² >50%, sensitivity and subgroup analysis will be conducted. The quality of evidence will be rated according to the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation approach. Egger’s test will be used to assess reporting bias.

Ethics and dissemination This systematic review will evaluate only published data; therefore, ethical approval is not required.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42020216145.

INTRODUCTION
Oral mucositis (OM), a frequent and painful toxicity for patients with cancer, is an inflammatory response of the epithelial mucosa to antineoplastic treatments. Approximately 20%–40% of patients receiving conventional chemotherapy will develop OM, and this percentage increases to 60%–85% in those treated with haematopoietic stem cell transplantation and to 90% in those with head and neck neoplasms treated with radio-plus chemotherapy.1

OM typically manifests as erythema or/and ulcerations, which may cause pain and difficulty eating, swallowing and talking.2 Severe OM increases the requirement for narcotics and enteral nutritional support (including feeding tube use or gastrostomy) and can lead to the interruption of cancer treatments, which compromises tumour control. Furthermore, the ulcer provides an access site for pathogens and may increase the risk of infection or sepsis for immunocompromised patients with cancer. These complications are associated with prolonged hospital stays, increased mortality and increased healthcare costs.3 4 Thus, there has been significant interest in the prevention and treatment of OM.

Despite strategic advances in understanding the molecular basis of OM over the past decade, treatment options are still limited to symptom control with topical agents and systemic pain medication.5 6 Currently, several interventions and prevention guidelines are available, noting that palifermin, the recombinant human keratinocyte growth factor 1, is the only agent approved by both the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medical Agency for preventing OM in patients receiving antineoplastic treatments.6 However, due to the high costs and possibility of stimulating cancer cell growth, palifermin is not widely used in the...
The retrieval time will be set from the time of database inception to May 2021. The publication languages will be limited to English, Japanese or Chinese. The following terms will be used for the search: neoplasms, cancer, tumor, leukemia, lymphoma, radiotherapy, antineoplastic agents, oral mucositis, stomatitis, Hangeshashinto and TJ-14. The PubMed search strategy is shown in table 1. The search strategies used for Embase, Cochrane Library, CNKI, Wan-Fang Database, CiNii and Ichushi-web are supplied in online supplemental search strategies.

Type of studies
All randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and quasi-RCTs published since the time of database inception to May 2021 will be included.

Type of participants
Patients receiving cancer treatments will be included.

Type of interventions and comparisons
All studies comparing TJ-14 with placebo, no treatment, usual care or any other approach to prevent OM induced by cancer treatments will be included in this study.

We will exclude studies of combination interventions for the prevention of OM because it may be difficult to attribute any effect expressed to a specific component of the intervention.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

This study will be performed in agreement with Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) guidelines using the Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes and Study framework. The PRISMA-P checklist and the PRISMA flow chart for the primary literature selection process are shown in online supplemental checklist and figure.

**Objective**
To assess the effectiveness of TJ-14 in preventing OM in patients who are receiving treatment for cancer.

**Search strategy**
A systematic electronic search will be conducted in the following databases: PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Library, Chinese databases (Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) and Wan-Fang Database) and Japanese databases (Citation Information by Nii (CiNii) and Ichushi-web). The reference lists from eligible studies and relevant systematic reviews will be searched manually, and relevant conference proceedings will also be searched. Additionally, we plan to search OpenGrey.eu for potential grey literature to ensure completeness of the literature search.

The retrieval time will be set from the time of database inception to May 2021. The publication languages will be limited to English, Japanese or Chinese. The following terms will be used for the search: neoplasms, cancer, tumor, leukemia, lymphoma, radiotherapy, antineoplastic agents, oral mucositis, stomatitis, Hangeshashinto and TJ-14. The PubMed search strategy is shown in table 1. The search strategies used for Embase, Cochrane Library, CNKI, Wan-Fang Database, CiNii and Ichushi-web are supplied in online supplemental search strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Search strategy used in PubMed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Search terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>(Neoplasms[mesh]) OR (Neoplas*[ti/ab]) OR (Tumor*[ti/ab]) OR (Tumour*[ti/ab]) OR (cancer*[ti/abl]) OR (Malignanc*[ti/abl]) OR (Malignant*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>(Leukemia[mesh]) OR (Leukemias*[ti/abl]) OR (Leucocythaemia*[ti/abl]) OR (Leucocytoma*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>(Lymphoma[mesh]) OR (Lymphoma*[ti/abl]) OR (Germinoblast*[ti/abl]) OR (Reticuloendotheliosis*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>(Radiotherapy[mesh]) OR (Radiotherap*[ti/abl]) OR (Therap*[ti/abl]) OR (Treatment*[ti/abl]) AND (Radiation*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>(Antineoplastic Agents[mesh]) OR (Antineoplastic*[ti/abl]) OR ((Anticancer*[ti/abl]) OR (Antitumor*[ti/abl]) OR (Cancer*[ti/abl]) AND (Agent*[ti/abl]) OR (Drug*[ti/abl]))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>(Bone Marrow Transplantation[mesh]) OR (Bone Marrow*[ti/abl]) AND (Grafting*[ti/abl]) OR (Transplantation*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>(Stomatitis[mesh]) OR (Stomatitides*[ti/abl]) OR (Oral Mucositis*[ti/abl]) OR (Mucosities, Oral*[ti/abl]) OR (Oral Mucositis*[ti/abl]) OR (Oromucositis*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>(Hangeshashinto*[ti/abl]) OR (TJ-14*[ti/abl]) OR (Banxia Xie Xin*[ti/abl]) OR (Banxia Xie Xin*[ti/abl]) OR (Ban Xia Xie Xin*[ti/abl]) OR (Banha-Sasim-Tang*[ti/abl]) OR (Pinellia Heart-draining*[ti/abl]) OR (Pinellia Decoctio for Draining the Heart*[ti/abl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>(#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 #7) AND #8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes
The primary outcome is the incidence of OM of any severity. We are interested in both the presence/absence of OM, and also different levels of severity. Two of the most commonly used scales for OM are the WHO classification20 and National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events.21 It will be measured on a scale of 0–4 (none to severe) and be dichotomised as no mucositis versus any mucositis (0 vs 1+), mild versus moderate to severe mucositis (0–1 vs 2+), and mild to moderate versus severe mucositis (0–2 vs 3+).

Secondary outcomes
1. Interruptions to cancer treatment.
2. Oral pain: the Numeric Rating Scale22 and the Visual Analogue Scale23 will be used to evaluate oral pain.
3. Nutritional status: including bodyweight reduction, serum albumin levels, feeding tube or gastrostomy use.

Selection studies
Two review authors (Y-TW and CX) will independently screen the titles and abstracts of studies retrieved from the electronic searches. We will obtain the full text of all studies that appear to meet the inclusion criteria for further review and assessment. Any disputes will be resolved through discussion or consultation with the third review author (YR) if we are unable to resolve disagreements. Excluded studies will be recorded along with the reasons for exclusion.

Data extraction and coding
Two review authors (Y-TW and CX) will independently extract data from all included studies using a data extraction form, which will include the following information: the first author, the year of publication, study population, study design, the number of total and analysed patients, baseline analysis, blinding method, imputation method, interventions, controls, and primary and secondary outcomes. To investigate the characteristics of the TJ-14 effect, we will also extract data on sex, age, features of cancer (such as primary site, cancer stage, cancer type and duration from the first diagnosis), features of cancer treatments (such as form, dose and frequency), and control intervention details. We will contact the study authors for missing data. Any disagreement will be resolved through discussion or consultation with the third review author (YR) to achieve consensus if necessary.

Quality assessment
Two separate review authors (HL and XF) will independently assess the risk of bias for eligible studies using the Cochrane Collaboration’s risk of bias tool.24 Six major domains will be assessed for each trial, including random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding method, incomplete outcome data, selective reporting and other sources of bias. All studies will be categorised into three grades (low, high and unclear risk of bias). Any disagreement will be resolved through discussion and consultation with the third review author (F-MY) if necessary. RevMan V.5.3.5 will be used to generate the graphical presentation of the assessment of risk of bias.

Statistical analysis
To determine the distinctions between the intervention and control groups, OM incidence of any severity at the completion of cancer treatments and at the end of follow-up will be extracted as a primary outcome. The number of interruptions to cancer treatment, incidence of oral pain, nutrition status, adverse events, number of hospitalisation days and number of days intervention with analgesics will be included as secondary outcomes. The incidence of OM will be measured on a scale of 0–4 (none to severe) and be dichotomised as no mucositis versus any mucositis (0 vs 1+), mild versus moderate to severe mucositis (0–1 vs 2+), and mild to moderate versus severe mucositis (0–2 vs 3+). For dichotomous outcomes (eg, mucositis of any severity vs none), the Relative Risk (RR) with 95% CI will be used to express the effect of TJ-14 treatment. For continuous outcomes (eg, number of hospitalisation days), the Mean Deviation (MD) with 95% CI will be extracted and calculated as an effect estimate.

Both the Q test and I^2 statistic will be performed for the assessment of statistical heterogeneity. Values of I^2 equal to or greater than 50% will be considered to represent substantial heterogeneity, and values equal to or greater than 75% indicate considerable heterogeneity.25 We will explore the sources of heterogeneity by conducting subgroup analysis and sensitivity analysis. Funnel plots will be used for the assessment of reporting biases and Egger’s test will be performed to evaluate funnel plot asymmetry. The meta-analysis results will be displayed in a forest plot with 95% CIs. The Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation approach26 will be used to summarise the quality of the evidence for the obtained results. We will categorise the overall quality of evidence as high, moderate, low or very low.

Patient and public involvement
No patient and public involved.

DISCUSSION
OM is a significant complication of cancer therapy, affecting more than 75% of high-risk patients.2 TJ-14 has been widely used for prevention and treatment of OM, but the evidence has not been sufficiently robust to guide clinical decision-making. This systematic review and meta-analysis will provide an assessment of the current state of TJ-14 for OM. Conclusions drawn from this study may benefit patients with OM, clinicians and policymakers. The process of this review will comprise four sections: identification, study inclusion, data extraction and data synthesis. Two main potential limitations may affect the conclusions. First, we will retrieve data from
only English-language, Japanese-language and Chinese-language databases, which could limit the available data or result in language bias. Second, the quality of original studies may be poor, limiting the ability to generate conclusions based on high confidence.
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